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Abstract: Current development of educational resources for an online learning context has shown important shortcomings in answering the emerging teaching requests. The main objective of this study was to design a new authoring tool that could meet the needs of the eLearning sector that have become evident in the last decade. Additionally, the purpose was to guarantee the fulfillment of the accessibility principles in education. In order to guarantee accessibility to the system it is imperative that the teaching resources are able to adapt to the specific needs of individuals as well as to different technological demands.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge-based society [1–3] has promoted a constant change in a high number of professional areas. eLearning is not strange to this scenario and, in fact, is one of the engines of this change [4,5]. A fundamental element in this machinery are authoring tools, that is, software or apps to facilitate developing digital content in online education [6]. Literature review on the topic as well as practical application of a significant number of those tools showcases the ample selection existing and the difficulty associated to choosing when starting a new teaching plan.

eLXa intends to be an inclusive solution that integrates the strengths of its predecessors, is able to adapt to any technical development and, above all, can form and sustain a bond with people.

eLXa is not a mere adaption, but a new author tool born from current techno-pedagogical design ideas. It looks towards the future and can adapt to the emerging currents of design. That way, eLXa promotes a change in education following the pace set by knowledge-based society [7].

From this premise derive three main objectives: (1) Contributing innovation to the virtualization of teaching resources. (2) Improve accessibility, user-experience and learning-experience. (3) Include an emotional component together with gender equality considerations in digital learning resources.

2. Design

One of the keys in eXLa design was the interpretation and adaptation of Material Doc to a teaching context. This meant that the author tool resulting had a base in Material Design. This is particularly important when considering the enhancement of a friendly user-experience with a high learning curve given the daily contact with platforms such as Gmail, YouTube, Google Calendar, Google Drive, Twitter, etc.
Material Design was born intending to become a universal design language by helping in the decision making process of areas related to design and programming. It provides a set of rules, guidelines, plugins and advice focused on improving the user-experience in places where variables such as creativity and customization play an essential role. Its willingness to become a standard [8] was another of the reasons considered in the design of eLXa, since it would allow for a transparent integration in multiple environments and in a clearly emerging tendency.

Throughout the design, much work has been done in user-interface (UI), physical aspects and site functionalities. Special attention was payed to the user-experience (UX), taking into account the interaction of people with the contents and the answers this will elicit in them [9]. Usability improving patterns [10] were included to this end, favoring sobriety and functionality over excessive ornamentation and extravagance. Steve Krug’s five criteria of usability (2014) [11] were taken into account:

- Build of a clear visual hierarchy on each page.
- Use and exploitation of conventions.
- Page division in clearly defined zones.
- Clear signaling of clickable areas.
- Minimizing of visual noise.

Another of the keys in the development of this new tool was providing the teaching community with a software that aimed to generate digital teaching contents based on accessibility [12]. To this end, work followed with utmost respect the progressive enhancement principles [13]. This notion, that is also applicable to web design [14], comes from a clear premise: Content and functionalities of a website must be based on semantic HTML (which is recognized and understood by every browser) and every feature or enhancement (through style sheets or JavaScript) must be executed in a non-intrusive way. The ultimate aim is to be able to offer an assurance that all kinds of users will be able to access the content and will have a satisfying browsing experience [15] that will be improved as web languages and standards allow.

This premise implies a shift of focus and the dominant perspective in web creation: Graceful degradation. This paradigm, as opposed to the progressive enhancement, aims for the creation of web content that harnesses the advantages and possibilities offered by modern browsers to output the most attractive user-experience possible [16]. Once the final result is reached comes the implementation of accommodations for those users that for whatever reason cannot access the content as initially envisioned, even if it means a loss to the browsing experience.

Even if both concepts have the same objective, the perspective and approach is radically different. Progressive enhancement provides a content to be embellished, whereas graceful degradation brings accommodation. The drawback is that there are many situations in which one cannot foresee every possibility or scenario in which problems or incompatibilities will arise. Therefore, even if graceful degradation can bring the same result, it is more risky and difficult to achieve.

Another factor that influenced the design of eXLa was the gender perspective [17–19] as understood from a perspective of equality and inclusion and independent from the user’s biological sex. The tool’s interface presents a design that stays clear of androcentrist interpretations and favors a fair graphic representation of both gender [20] and the creation of digital learning resources with neutral (not sexist) language [21].

Last but not least, eXLa design took into account the existing relationship between user-experience and the emotion that binds it [22–24]. Far from wanting to satisfying a need or deficit, eXLa’s emotional design focused on allowing the user to experiment psychological pleasure both through the virtualization of learning resources and when attaining the final results.

3. Conclusions

The practical application of this tool indicates that eLXa allowed the development of an authoring tool with the following functionalities and added values:
• Search for a “universal access”: Taking into account users with less advanced technology as well as users that rely on devices such as screen readers and other assistance tools.

• Use of eLXa facilitates and guides the user in the creation of contents that contribute to fulfilling the requirements and accessibility levels established by the main rules and standards.

• The creation process will always be accompanied by a graphic interface and a series of buttons and commands that allow every user the creation of content regardless of their knowledge of web creation languages. Thanks to a friendly, well designed, and usable interface, the learning process is intuitive and the learning curve is very high.

• The tool provides a high degree of freedom in content management, allowing the user to customize the screen learning experience according to their needs. Some of this customization include contrast settings, night mode, font size, keyboard navigation, computer to laptop vision, underlining, note-taking, activities … As well as other types of interactions that improve not just the browsing experience but also the learning-experience (eLXa).

• The tool is based on the Google developed design called Material Design, generated from the best skeumorism (real world mimicking design) and flat design (iconography, color and typography design). Since this a design language implemented in multiple Google products, especially Android’s operative system, many users will be already familiar with in the interface.

• Allows cloud work, and therefore collaborative work from different places, in real and remote time, with the same contents.

• As for improving the learning-experience (eLXa), the tool allows for different export formats, from static to hypermedia, and it is able to adapt to the main compiling standards. This adaptability allows the integration in any kind of virtual environments for teaching and learning and any kind of formative typologies. It can also provide an answer to any learning theory and adapt to the many different principles of techno-pedagogical design.

• Promotes the creation of emotional answers and affective bonds adjusted to the use experience.

• Favors the design of digital learning resources from a gender perspective both in graphic and language form.

The synergy of all of these aspects aims to offer an innovative, engaged and friendly authoring tool that is easy to learn and present solutions for formative actions of many kinds, is able to adapt to different technologies and identify with people.
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